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The components included in this package create a self-contained and dependency-correlated environment. This greatly simplifies the work a programmer does in developing an intelligence-based feature or app. Feature/app creation is very easy. The domain of application of the programming language doesn’t matter. We can use any language, such as VB, Delphi, C++, C#, Boo, PASCAL,
COBOL, HTML, ASP, PHP, XML, XML, XSLT, SVCS (Visual Studio), or any other text-based data format. We can also develop the user interface to the feature or app using any GUI framework, such as FireMonkey, ActiveX, MDI, UserControl, DirectX, JAVAFX, or any other platform-independent and object-oriented platform. The package contains the following sections: Installer
(create installers for your program with some intelligence or data classification feature): The installer is a special VCL installer that contains intelligence components (for example, PCA, NN, EOF, NN-based classifiers, and SM). You can make an installer executable for your software using Visual Studio, add the installer component to your Visual C++ project, and distribute the installer with
your software. Flexible Components: With these components you can add intelligence (for example, clustering, filtering, and classification) to your apps, and make a classifier using Neural Network or any other intelligent algorithms. Flexible Components are a Windows Form class library and a set of Firemonkey objects that can be used to create any system-independent desktop or mobile
features. All the other components included in this toolkit: Feature Field Generation Self Organizing Map and NN-based and other neural networks based applications Field Generation is a Firemonkey class library providing functionality for creating fields for image and signal based applications. The library includes the functionality for converting bitmap data into a set of array-oriented data
buffers. Then, the library implements a set of generic and user-defined classifiers for data grouping and pattern recognition. A user can easily build and add a PCA-based, NN-based, Savitzky-Golay-based, and EOF-based classifier and predictor, and filter custom any patterns to any data structure. All of the components included in this package work in a domain-independent
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v1.4 Freesample and Faserample plugins now enable to get nearest value. Added real_2_test, real_x_xx_y_z, complex_x_xx_y_z plugins. SNR plugin v1.3 Added LIMIT layer. Added a new loop layer (map_loop) to MAP and MAP_FILTER plugins. Added a mutate_sample_parameters plugin to mutate some parameters for each sample or for each train set. v1.2 Added HEXPLODE tool.
Added DELIMETER tool. Added SHIFT_SHIFT tool. Added VERBOSE tool. v1.1 Added FILTER plugin with custom filters (the filters are defined by the developer). Added FREE sample method for sample buffer. v1.0 Added support for Visual C++ 2010 by using DLL. Added support for multithread and extension of Training Algorithm. Added support for
nearest_neighbor_naive_bayes, nearest_neighbor_kr, nearest_neighbor_hc, nearest_neighbor_knn, nearest_neighbor_fisher, nearest_neighbor_centroid, nearest_neighbor_band, nearest_neighbor_mnm, nearest_neighbor_mf, nearest_neighbor_mvs, nearest_neighbor_md, nearest_neighbor_medm, nearest_neighbor_rbp, nearest_neighbor_svm, nearest_neighbor_kerns. Added SPROP tool to
analyze samples with RProp algorithm. Added NDV_STAT tool that returns the Nearest Neighbor Voting statistics. Added TEMPLATE plugin to create a template, which can be used for training the samples later. Added IOGroup plugin which can be used to group samples and train them later as a single sample. v0.9 Add DELAY layer to the TIMING plugin. Added
NN_TRAIN_CALLBACK and NN_TRAIN_CALLBACK_DATA callbacks. Add support to PREFILL_REGION. v0.8 Added support to the X_Y_Z, X_Y_Z2, X_Y_Z 09e8f5149f
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What's New [x] Added new classifier for 2D images (Naive Bayesian Classifier for Cartesian Image Data). This classifier is also compatible with TImagePixels for DT_RGB8 data buffers. Added new classifier for game and music (Naive Bayesian Classifier for Audio Data). The Audio Classifier supports the AIFF, FLAC and OGG formats of AAC, AMR, MP3, WMA, and WV format of
WAV. The classifier uses 8-bit or 16-bit integer samples. Added new classifier for 2D images (LBP classifier for 2D image). Added a new drawing engine for filters and generators. Added a new window to specify and configure the filters (Filter window). Added a new window to implement filters and generators using the C# language. Added a new extension point (IFilterExtensionPoint)
that make it possible to integrate in-frame filters and filters with different data structures. Modified the C++ support in a way that it can be used for sample filters, filters that support multiple filters, and files with multiple data types. Modified the C++ support to also generate the code for filters that support reference objects. Added tools to enable you to generate the code for filters that use
classes that support reference objects. Added tools to access directly the filters of XE4 Firemonkey programs. Added tools to access directly the filters of XE4 VCL programs. Added TImagePixels.Data to other TImage data types (reduces memory footprint). Added a TImagePixels.ToString(). Added the option to enable Visual Studio project generation in the installer. Modified the Visual
Studio project generation and installer. Now the FireMonkey installer can embed resources for VCL applications. Now the Visual C++ installer can embed resources for FireMonkey applications. Added the option to Embed Resources in the project, to easily embed FireMonkey resources. Added the Option to Integrate the resources in the FireMonkey Application. Added the option to not
embed the resources in the installer, so the resulting application is a standalone one. Added the option to build the FireMonkey Application embedded in the installer. [x] Added new software components for Windows Mobile, Windows Phone, Windows Desktop and Xbox. Added new support for XE4 Firemonkey. Added new support for
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GENERAL Required: This component is a.NET library. Installation instructions are available on the '.NET Framework page'. This component can be used only on windows systems. It is NOT compatible with Linux, Mac OSX, or any other platform. Some components in the VC++ Toolkit are Open Source, and they can be used even if the developer does not have a commercial license. In
addition, most of the components are completely free of charge. You may install VC++ Toolkit with all the components. You may choose to use only components that you need. You may install it in a specific profile, at the same time that you select Visual Studio solution files and other related components. You can activate the components in the project solution files that you install in the
profile. The Tools component must be installed prior to any other components. A profile is a collection of components and a set of settings that can be activated or deactivated when you install or uninstall VC++. You can have more than one profile of different components. Some components and tools included in the VC++ Toolkit are released under different license terms. You must choose
the appropriate license when installing any of the component sets or file sets. The components and tools in this project are not redistributable. In other words, you are not allowed to redistribute a component set or file set that you have installed. The components included in the VC++ toolkit are comprised of component sets and component files. The component sets are composed of
component files that are stored in a directory tree. Some component files may not be necessary to use a specific component set. Component sets can be installed along with VC++, even if they are not required for the selected components. Profile Settings Select a Visual Studio Solution File You can also install the tools components in a Visual Studio solution that you have created or modified.
A profile is activated once you have selected a Visual Studio Solution File. Select Visual Studio Projects You can install the tools components in the Visual Studio projects that you have created or modified. A profile is activated once you have selected Visual Studio Projects. Select a Visual Studio Solution File You can also activate a profile for only a specific solution or solution file. For
example, you can install the components in a Solution File without activating any profiles. This solution file is used for testing the components or solutions.
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System Requirements:
Operating System: Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8 (32bit & 64bit) Processor: Intel x64 processor Memory: 2 GB RAM Storage: 1 GB available space 2. Part of the game is based on the following game server: All of the game functions except the servers, players and items are working on this server. If you want to use our game server, please follow the procedure below
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